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Trump's Orlando speech:
Unprecedented and remarkable
By Lloyd Marcus
Watching live TV coverage of President Trump at his Orlando rally announcing his reelection
campaign, I was blown away by Trump's unprecedented straightforward honesty. With no-holdsbarred, Trump told the American people the truth about numerous important issues which have
been lied about or hidden by fake news media. I thought, "My goodness, the president just gave
the American people a year's worth of truthful news in one speech." I guarantee that Americans
who only watch fake news media heard for the first time during Trump's speech that the Muller
investigation of Trump did not find any collusion with Russia. Trump's speech was probably the
first time many heard about Hillary Clinton's corrupt illegal behavior before, during and after her
failed run for the White House. Trump's speech was probably the first time many Americans
learned that Democrats shockingly passed legislation to kill babies on their birthday and seek to
pass legislation to kill babies even after they are born.
Trump touted his remarkable long list of economic, cultural and freedom enhancing achievements for We the People. Folks, I am telling you, many Americans were hearing all the great
things Trump has done for America for the first time.
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Enjoying my cup of Red Rooibos tea, I internally cheered every time Trump told his huge audience another truth about the evils Democrats, the deep state and fake news media are perpetrating upon America and their traitorous attempts to undermine his presidency. Republicans typically do not push back the way Trump does in public speeches and social media. Democrats and
fake news media routinely kick our butts in the court of public opinion by attacking Republicans
with lies and every gutter, low-life and dirty trick in their playbook. In response, Republican consultants and advisers always say, "play nice," "take the high ground" and "remain presidential."
Such advice drives me nuts. We (Republicans) always stupidly bring an olive branch to a gun
fight. Trump understands the battle in which we are engaged for the heart and soul of America.
He fights back with the appropriate weapons and intensity.
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While I watched Trump's speech, I chuckled thinking about the reaction of Democrats, fake news
media and the deep state. Trump exposed their lies, hypocrisy, and illegal silent coup to reverse
the 2016 election. I wonder how many of them have to replace their TV after throwing a brick
through it.
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I suspect many Republicans were uncomfortable watching Trump's speech. He simply does not
play by standard so-called "dignified" Washington DC rules. Trump is one of a kind. He follows
his instincts; a man of and for the people. Only an outsider like Trump could break through the
Washington DC walls of insider corruption to stack up unprecedented wins for We the People.
Born in 1927, Sidney Poitier was the first black actor to win an Academy Award for Best Actor.
When he went to Hollywood, Poitier's brain was not infected with limitations on what blacks were
allowed to do. Poitier simply pursued his dream. I see Trump in a similar light. Trump arrived in
Washington DC not limited by how he as a Republican was expected to behave. Trump simply
set out to fulfill his campaign promise to make America great again.
Thank God that despite all of his advisers and despite deep state, Democrat and fake news
media political assassins laser-focused on undermining his presidency, Trump has remained
"Trump." He is the same guy we sent to the Oval Office. Folks, that is incredible.
Trump's speech revealed a far more ideologically conservative Trump than he was is 2016.
When Trump ran for the presidency, he was not ideological. His leanings appeared to be towards
the left. He probably thought conservatives were a bit paranoid and over-the-top sounding the
alarm about how Democrats seek to undermine our country's best interests. But when the
American left responded with furious wrath and anger against Trump for his "Make America Great
Again" campaign slogan, Trump's eyes were opened. Incredibly, the American left's vitriolic
insane 24/7 relentless rebuke and hatred for everything Trump does good for America has
pushed Trump further to the right.
In the Bible, Joseph's brothers' hatred for him caused them to sell him into slavery. Amazingly, it
led to Joseph becoming a mega-powerful government official. The Bible said while Joseph's
brothers meant it for evil, God meant it for good.
Leftists meant their ever-increasing deranged hatred for Trump and attempts to stop him for evil.
God meant it for good. Trump is closer to the ideals and values of the American people than ever.
Trump's speech included a few other things which had Democrats and fake news media falling
to the floor, groaning in great pain, like Dracula shown the cross. In defense of the unborn, Trump
boldly said Republicans believe every life is a sacred gift from God. Trump unapologetic proclaimed that we will live by the words of our national motto, "In God We Trust." Remember when
Obama decreed that America is not a Christian nation? Democrats and fake news media are
relentless in their mission to remove the God of Christianity from our government and culture.
Democrats' latest attempt to make God illegal is their falsely titled, "Equality Act."
https://lc.org/petitions
Concluding his speech, Trump said "A vote for any Democrat in 2020 is a vote for the rise of radical socialism and the destruction of the American dream." https://bit.ly/2Rne32U I say, "Amen
brother!"
Brother and sister Americans, we absolutely must reelect President Donald J. Trump in 2020.
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